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[1] In mountainous drainage networks, sediment mobilized on hillslopes must first pass
through steep streams before reaching lower-gradient channels. The bed of steep channels is
typically composed of large, relatively immobile boulders and finer, more mobile gravel.
Most sediment transport equations overpredict sediment flux in steep streams by several
orders of magnitude because they do not account for the stress borne by immobile grains
and the limited availability of the more mobile sediment. We previously developed and
tested (in flume experiments) a sediment transport equation that accounts for these two
effects. Here we modify the Parker (1990) bed load equation to include the resistance borne
by steps and selective transport of the relatively mobile sediment using a range of hiding
functions. We test a number of resistance equations and hiding functions, combined with
our modified and the original Parker equations, against measured flow and sediment
transport in three steep channels. Our modified sediment transport equation generally
predicts the transported sediment volumes to within an order of magnitude of the measured
values, whereas the unmodified equations do not. The most accurate sediment flux
predictions were obtained from using our modified equation, combined with a hiding
function that calculates highly selective transport of the relatively mobile sediment.
Furthermore, this hiding function has a critical Shields stress that is similar to those reported
for lower gradient channels. The effects of the immobile steps on flow and sediment
transport are not adequately captured by simply increasing the critical Shields stress to
values reported in steep streams.
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1. Introduction
[2] In mountainous drainage basins, the majority of

small tributaries are steep, rough-bedded streams that
directly border hillslopes and receive sediment prior to
other channels in the network. Thus, steep streams partially
dictate the timing and magnitude of sediment delivery to
downstream, lower-gradient channels. To accurately pre-
dict future changes in river systems, calculations of sedi-
ment routing [e.g., Benda and Dunne, 1997; Ferguson
et al., 2006; Sklar et al., 2006] and landscape evolution
[e.g., Howard et al., 1994; Tucker and Whipple, 2002]
must include sediment transport processes in steep chan-
nels. In very steep channels (>�10%), periodic debris
flows cut bedrock channels and may primarily control sedi-
ment transport [e.g., Stock and Dietrich, 2003] although
fluvial processes still dominate sediment transport in some
streams [Rickenmann, 1997; D’Agosinto and Lenzi, 1999;
Turowski et al., 2009]. Both of these sediment transport

processes in steep streams are poorly understood but here
we limit our discussion to fluvial bed load transport. Bed
load transport equations developed for lower-gradient
channels typically overpredict fluvial sediment transport
rates in steep streams by several orders of magnitude [e.g.,
Bathurst et al., 1987; Rickenmann, 1997; D’Agostino and
Lenzi, 1999; Yager et al., 2007; Mueller et al., 2008]. Such
equations do not perform well in steep streams because
these channels differ from lower-gradient reaches in several
ways.

[3] Steep streams have wide grain-size distributions that
include finer, more mobile sediment and large, relatively
immobile grains (Figure 1). The large grains are typically
arranged into cascades or steps, which protrude through
the flow surface during sediment transport events. Thus,
large grains increase flow resistance [e.g., Bathurst, 1985;
Wiberg and Smith, 1991; Marcus et al., 1992] and cause
deviations from the commonly assumed logarithmic veloc-
ity profile [Wiberg and Smith, 1991; Byrd and Furbish,
2000; Byrd et al., 2000; Wohl and Thompson, 2000]. Com-
monly used resistance equations do not accurately predict
flow depth and shear stress in steep streams. Errors in shear
stress are magnified in sediment transport predictions
because sediment flux is typically assumed to increase non-
linearly with excess shear stress (shear stress minus critical
shear stress, which is the stress needed to mobilize sedi-
ment). The dimensionless critical shear stress (critical shear
stress normalized by grain weight, see equation (A5) in the
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appendix) may be relatively high in steep streams because
of the effects of immobile particle resistance, grain inter-
locking, and decreased turbulence intensities in these
channels [e.g., Bathurst et al., 1987; Buffington and Mont-
gomery, 1997; Church and Zimmermann, 2007; Lamb
et al., 2008; Mao et al., 2008].

[4] Many sediment transport equations also are based on
the assumption that most grain sizes on the bed are poten-
tially mobile. In steep streams, finer, more mobile sediment
is transported over large, relatively immobile grains that
rarely move [e.g., Lenzi et al., 1999; Garcia et al., 1999;
Yager, 2006]. Sediment transport equations only perform
moderately well in steep channels when all grain sizes,
including the boulder steps, move during large floods
[Bathurst et al., 1987; Rickenmann, 1997; D’Agostino and
Lenzi, 1999]. In addition, these equations are based on the
assumption of an unlimited availability of bed sediment for
transport, although the sediment supply may be highly epi-
sodic from infrequent landslides and debris flows [e.g.,
Bathurst et al., 1986; Benda and Dunne, 1997].

[5] Yager et al. [2007] developed a sediment transport
equation that accounts for the effects of large, relatively
immobile grains and limited sediment availability. This
sediment transport equation predicted the sediment flux to
within an order of magnitude of the measured values when
tested in a steep laboratory flume [Yager et al., 2007].
Although it performed well in flume experiments, this
equation has two assumptions that limit its application in
natural streams. It does not account for partial and size
selective transport, which occur in steep streams [Lenzi
et al., 1999; Garcia et al., 1999; Lenzi, 2001, 2004; Mao
et al., 2008; Yager, 2006]. During partial transport, a por-
tion of the grain-size distribution, usually the coarse grains,
remains immobile whereas selective transport denotes a
bed load grain-size distribution that is typically finer than
that of the bed (following the definitions by Parker
[2008]). The sediment transport equation of Yager et al.
[2007] also represents the relatively immobile grains as iso-
lated roughness elements with a characteristic spacing, and
is only applicable for cascade channels. In many steep

streams, immobile grains are clustered into steps that span
a large portion of the channel width.

[6] Here we modify the sediment transport equation of
Yager et al. [2007] to include the effects of immobile-grain
steps and selective transport. We then test a number of
sediment transport equations and hiding functions using
measured sediment flux events in two well- instrumented
steep streams. Sediment transport predictions in these
streams are reasonably accurate if they include the effects
of immobile grains and the limited availability and selec-
tive transport of the relatively mobile sediment. Independ-
ent modification of only hiding functions to indirectly
account for the effects of the immobile grains does not sig-
nificantly improve sediment flux predictions.

2. Stress-Partitioning and Sediment
Transport Equations

[7] Yager et al. [2007] partitioned the total shear stress
between the stresses borne by the immobile and mobile
sediment. The large, immobile grains bear a significant
fraction of the total shear stress (�50% in the Erlenbach,
one of our field sites) and reduce the stress available to
transport the finer, more mobile sediment. Yager et al.
[2007] also assumed the portion of the bed covered by
mobile sediment is a proxy for local sediment availability.
They then developed a set of stress-partitioning and sedi-
ment transport equations for steep, rough streams. We mod-
ify these equations to include immobile-grain steps and
selective transport of the relatively mobile sediment.

2.1. Stress-Partitioning Calculation

[8] Our stress-partitioning equations are similar to those
used by Yager et al. [2007] and the changes are listed in the
appendix. We divide the bed into two fractions: large, rela-
tively immobile grains with a characteristic diameter (D)
and finer, more mobile sediment (Figure 2). The immobile
grains are closely packed in the cross-stream direction
(�y ¼ D in Figure 2) into steps that have an average down-
stream spacing of �x (Figure 2). Within a single step, we
assume the more downstream immobile grains bear little
drag because the upstream grains shelter them from the
flow. We combine all grains within a step into one row of
cylindrical immobile grains with an average downstream
length (�w). We also average over the considerable varia-
tion in downstream step spacing [Zimmermann and
Church, 2001] to make predictions at the reach scale.

[9] We partition the total boundary shear stress (� t)
between the stress on the immobile grains (� I) and the
stress on the mobile sediment (�m). Plunging flow over
steps (spill resistance) also dissipates considerable energy
[Curran and Wohl, 2003; Wilcox et al., 2006], but spill
resistance equations currently lack field calibration and
use many parameters [e.g., Moore, 1943; Rouse, 1943;
Gill, 1979; Rajaratham and Chamani, 1995; Hoffman,
1998; James et al., 2001]. Such parameters require
detailed empirical calibration that is beyond the scope of
our study. Therefore, we assume spill resistance influen-
ces the pressure and velocity distributions around immo-
bile grains and incorporate it into the drag coefficient of
these particles.

Figure 1. Photograph of the Erlenbach in Switzerland
(�4 m in length). The bed is composed of large, relatively
immobile grains and finer, more mobile sediment.
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[10] The solution to our stress-partitioning equations (see
the appendix for details) is given by

q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2gS�xh3
a

AIFCI

w þCmð�x � �wÞ

s
; (1)

where q is discharge per unit width, ha is reach-averaged
flow depth, g is gravitational acceleration, w is channel
width, S is reach-averaged water-surface slope, AIF is the
total bed-perpendicular area occupied by immobile grains,
and Cm and CI are drag coefficients for the mobile and
immobile sediment, respectively. The distance from the top
of the average sediment (both mobile and immobile) de-
posit to the water surface (ha) includes the flow between
and over immobile grains and steps.

[11] We calculate ha for a given flow discharge using
equation (1) and an equation for AIF (see equation (A4) in
the Appendix), which is a function of ha and the bed-
perpendicular height of the mobile sediment that is directly
upstream of steps (zmu, Figure 2). This height represents
the degree of step burial by relatively mobile sediment and

is calculated by measuring the upstream protrusion of the
immobile steps (averaged over the reach, see section 3.1.2)
and subtracting it from D. To calculate ha using equations
(1) and (A4), we must iterate the value of ha until the pre-
dicted discharge from (1) equals the measured discharge.
This combination of equations requires estimates of seven
reach-averaged variables (w, S, q, D, zmu, �x, and �w), and
two drag coefficients (Cm and CI). Once we know ha, we
then calculate the total shear stress,

�t ¼ �ghaS; (2)

where � is the water density, and the stress borne by mobile
sediment,

�m ¼
�CmU2

2
; (3)

where U is the reach-averaged flow velocity (q/ha).
[12] We use ha instead of the hydraulic radius (R)

because the use of R would require that we partition the
total shear stress between the walls and the immobile and
mobile sediment. The addition of a wall resistance equation
(see Buffington and Montgomery [1999a] for an example)
makes our stress-partitioning equations underdetermined
and unsolvable for most applications where only the flow
discharge is known. To demonstrate that we can neglect
wall roughness, we can solve the stress-partitioning equa-
tions that include wall roughness because we have meas-
ured the flow hydraulics (ha and U) in the Erlenbach torrent
(see section 3.1.3). We used equation (15) from Buffington
and Montgomery [1999a] in our stress-partitioning equa-
tions, and replaced ha with R in equation (2), to estimate
the percent of the total fluid force that could be attributed
to wall roughness. The contribution of wall roughness var-
ied between 1% of the total fluid force at base flow to a
maximum of 4% during a flood with a �50 yr recurrence
interval. Thus, although steep channels may be relatively
narrow, wall roughness may be neglected because its resist-
ance contribution is small relative to that caused by steps
and plunging flow.

2.2. Prediction of Bed Load Transport Rates

[13] Yager et al. [2007] modified the Fernandez Luque
and Van Beek equation [Fernandez Luque and Van Beek,
1976] such that the sediment transport rate depends on: the
stress on the mobile sediment rather than the total shear
stress, the median grain size of the mobile sediment (D50m)
rather than that of the entire bed, and the proportion of the
bed occupied by mobile sediment (Am/At) to account for
sediment availability. Their equation does not allow for
partial and selective transport of sediment, which occur in
many steep streams [e.g., Garcia et al., 1999; Lenzi, 2004;
Ryan et al., 2005; Lenzi et al., 2006; Mao et al., 2008;
Yager, 2006]. We therefore used the surface-based sedi-
ment transport equations of Parker [1990] to calculate
selective transport (see the appendix for original equa-
tions). Sand is assumed to be a relatively minor fraction of
the bed load, and we did not estimate its fraction of the bed
surface and neglect it here.

[14] We modified the Parker [1990] equations such that
they depend on: the stress borne by the mobile sediment

Figure 2. The (a) cross-sectional and (b) plan view of the
bed configuration used in the stress-partitioning equations.
w is the channel width and zmu is the reach-averaged, bed-
perpendicular height of the mobile sediment immediately
upstream of the steps. This is the depth of sediment that
partially buries the immobile grains. The immobile grains
have a characteristic diameter (D), upstream protrusion
(pu), downstream length (�w), downstream spacing (�x),
and cross-stream spacing (�y).
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instead of the total shear stress, the grain-size distribution
of the relatively mobile sediment instead of that of the
entire bed, and the fraction of the bed surface that is cov-
ered by mobile sediment (Am/At). Details on this modifica-
tion are provided in the appendix. The modified equations
require predicted values of �m (from equation (3)), and
measured values of Am/At and the grain-size distribution of
the relatively mobile sediment. If the bed is divided into
patches of sediment, a composite grain-size distribution for
all relatively mobile patches is needed because the above
equations use reach-averaged parameters for shear stress
and grain size.

3. Field Measurements
[15] We used three different field locations (Fox Creek,

and the Erlenbach and Rio Cordon torrents) to test our
stress-partitioning and bed load transport equations. In the
Erlenbach, we measured flow conditions and channel bed
properties to calibrate the drag coefficients in our stress-
partitioning equations. We also measured tracer particle
movements to develop a calibrated hiding function for the
Erlenbach. We then tested our combined stress-partitioning
(calibrated to the Erlenbach) and bed load transport equa-
tions (using a range of hiding functions) against measured
sediment transport volumes. In Fox Creek, we measured
flow and bed properties to independently test our calibrated
stress-partitioning equations and other resistance equations.
Finally, in the Rio Cordon, we use previously published
data on channel bed properties, flow hydrographs, and
transported sediment volumes and grain sizes to test
our combined stress-partitioning and bed load transport
equations.

3.1. Erlenbach

[16] The Erlenbach torrent is a small (drainage area of
0.74 km2), steep (9.8% gradient in our measurement reach)
stream in Switzerland (Latitude of 47.0454, Longitude
of 8.7082). The Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow,
and Landscape Research (WSL) has continuously moni-
tored water discharge and sediment transport rates in the
Erlenbach since 1978 and 1986, respectively [Hegg et al.,
2006]. Snowmelt, rain-on-snow, and high-intensity summer
storms cause about 20 sediment transport events each year
[Rickenmann, 1997]. The average sediment yield in the
Erlenbach is�570 m3 km�2 yr�1 (volume includes porosity),
which is a minimum estimate because the WSL only meas-
ures a portion of the suspended load.

3.1.1. Sediment Transport Rates
[17] Geophone-based bed load impact sensors, herein-

after called bed load sensors, record sediment transport
rates in a cross section that is directly upstream from a sedi-
ment retention basin (see Rickenmann and McArdell
[2007] for details). The total number of impulses, a mea-
sure of the energy imparted to the bed by impacting grains,
by grains larger than 1 cm are recorded at minute intervals
by the array of bed load sensors if the impulses exceed
4/min [Turowski and Rickenmann, 2011]. The bed load
sensor impulses have been calibrated to annual or biannual
sediment-volume changes in the retention basin [Ricken-
mann, 1997; Rickenmann and McArdell, 2007; Turowski
and Rickenmann, 2011]. Twelve bed load sensors operated

from 1986 to 1999 and then were replaced by nine new bed
load sensors. Rickenmann and McArdell [2007] developed
a calibration for events prior to 2002 and a similar unpub-
lished calibration [J. M. Turowski and D. Rickenmann,
pers. comm.] is available for events after 2002. Further in-
formation on the calibration and uncertainty of the bed load
sensors is detailed by Rickenmann [1997], Rickenmann and
McArdell [2007], and Turowski and Rickenmann [2011].

[18] The channel bed properties (protrusion, grain sizes)
used in our transport predictions are sensitive to the relative
sediment supply (see section 3.1.2). We therefore limited
our analysis of sediment transport data to events between
2002 and 2006, which bracket our 2004 measurements of
streambed characteristics by 2 years. The sediment yield
from the Erlenbach was relatively constant over this time
period and was much larger in the preceding and subse-
quent years [see Turowski et al., 2009]. We excluded any
events with less than 3 m3 of transported sediment (�50%
of the events during our analysis period) because the bed
load sensor calibration was not developed for low sediment
yield events [Rickenmann and McArdell, 2007; D. Ricken-
mann, personal communication]. We also limited our sedi-
ment flux predictions in each event to only include grain
sizes larger than 1 cm because this is the smallest size that
the bed load sensors can measure. We converted the meas-
ured transported volumes to the equivalent volumes pre-
dicted by bed load transport equations by including the
effects of porosity, which we assumed to be 40%.

[19] To test and calibrate our stress-partitioning and sedi-
ment transport equations, we supplemented the WSL’s data
with measurements of flow depth, flow velocity, and bed
properties (width, slope, height of mobile sediment, grain
sizes, and immobile-grain spacing).

3.1.2. Bed Properties
[20] Our 40-m long study reach was directly upstream of

the bed load sensors and downstream from a tributary junc-
tion. We used a total station to measure the bed slope
(0.098) along the thalweg and the outlines and elevations
of patches (see Yager [2006] for a map of the patches). A
given patch class was named by the grain sizes (gravel,
cobble, boulder) present within the patch and each size was
only included if it was more than 5% of the patch area. The
grain sizes were listed in order of increasing frequency on a
patch and the dominant size was capitalized (e.g., gravel-
Cobble) [Buffington and Montgomery, 1999b]. We con-
ducted at least one pebble-count (with �100 grains) on
each of seven patch classes and then divided all 63 identi-
fied patches into immobile steps or relatively mobile sedi-
ment. The pebble counts were primarily through the grid
method, in which the grid spacing was defined by the grain
size on each patch. We measured all boulders and large
cobbles in every step to obtain enough measurements (134)
to define the step grain-size distribution.

[21] We classified immobile steps using a combination of
our own criteria and the method developed by Zimmermann
et al. [2008]. Our criteria were that a step needed to be
relatively immobile and therefore should be Boulder or
boulder-Cobble patches, which were composed of the larg-
est grain sizes on the bed. Steps also spanned at least half
the channel width to eliminate individual boulders or small
boulder clusters from being classified as steps. Finally,
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steps had a minimum pool length (10% of bankfull width)
and minimum step drop height (3.3% of bankfull width), as
defined by Zimmermann et al. [2008]. Although Zimmer-
mann et al. [2008] included a number of other possible cri-
teria, their step classification was most sensitive to the
minimum pool length and drop height and we only use
these two measures to simplify step delineation. Our classi-
fication resulted in 10 steps (Figure 3a) and the relatively
mobile sediment included all of the other patches. We cal-
culated the reach-averaged grain-size distribution as the
area-weighted sum of the grain-size distributions of all
patches, including steps (Figure 3b). The grain-size distri-
bution of relatively mobile sediment was the area-weighted
sum of all patches excluding steps.

[22] We used our total station survey to calculate a num-
ber of other parameters (Am/At, D, pu, �x, �w, w) required
to predict sediment flux. The proportion of the bed area
occupied by mobile sediment (Am/At) was the total bed-
parallel area of mobile patches (Am) divided by the total
bed area (At). The characteristic grain size of the immobile

grains (D) was the median grain size of the steps. The
reach-averaged protrusion (pu) was the average difference
between 108 paired elevation measurements of the
upstream edges of steps and the neighboring downstream
boundaries of mobile patches. The reach-averaged height
of the relatively (upstream) mobile sediment (zmu) was
D-pu (Table 1). The downstream spacing between steps
(�x) was the total reach length (40 m) divided by the total
number of steps (10). The downstream step length (�w) was
the total surveyed bed-parallel step area divided by the
average channel width and number of steps (Table 1). We
used a constant width in our calculations because the con-
fined nature of our study reach did not allow width to
significantly vary during sediment transporting flows.

3.1.3. Flow Measurements and Calibration of
Drag Coefficients

[23] We installed a staff plate in each of three surveyed
cross-sections and measured the water surface elevation at
each plate throughout seven flow events for a total of 69
measurements in each section. We combined these staff
plate data with the corresponding automated measurement
(10 min intervals) of flow discharge (uses stage-discharge
rating curve) at the downstream end of our reach. For a
given flow discharge, the flow depth at each staff plate was
an average of maximum and minimum estimates of an
unsteady water surface. We developed rating curves
between the average flow depth in each cross section and
the discharge (see Yager [2006] for details). For each meas-
ured discharge, we used these rating curves and surveyed
cross sections to calculate the width (W), average flow
depth (ha), and flow velocity (U) at each cross section, and
for the entire reach. For a given discharge, the reach-
averaged flow velocity from this method was similar to that
measured using a conductivity probe and dilute saline
solution [e.g., Calkins and Dunne, 1970; Day, 1977a,
1977b; Luk and Merz, 1992; Abrahams and Atkinson,

Figure 3. Erlenbach torrent. (a) Immobile-grain steps
(dashed gray lines) along the longitudinal profile (solid
black line) in the study reach. The upstream and down-
stream ends of the reach were limited by a tributary junc-
tion and fixed cement section, respectively. (b) Grain-size
distributions of the relatively mobile sediment, immobile
grain steps, and the entire bed (includes immobile-grain
steps).

Table 1. Field Measurements Used to Predict Sediment Transport
and Flow Conditionsa

Parameter Erlenbach Rio Cordon Fox Creek

Slope (%) 9.8 17 5.0
Width (m) 4.7 5.7 5.6
D50 (mm) 141 129 108
D84 (mm) 494 362 221
D50m (mm) 60 86 19
D84m (mm) 178 176 88
Am/AT 0.67 0.90 0.85
zmu (m) 0.31 6 0.01 0.27/0.40b 0.22
pu (m) 0.13 6 0.01 0.41/0.28b 0.19
D (mm) 442 680 413
�x (m) 4.0 6.95 5.4
�w (m) 1.3 0.68 0.83
Cm 0.44 6 0.9 0.44 6 0.9 0.44 6 0.9

a‘‘m’’ denotes the relatively mobile sediment. Parameters are the median
grain size (D50), 84th percentile of the grain size distribution (D84), propor-
tion of the bed covered by mobile sediment (Am/AT), depth of the mobile
sediment (zmu), and the immobile-grain: protrusion (pu), mean diameter
(D), downstream spacing (�x), and downstream length (�w). Uncertainties
in zmu, Cm, and pu are standard errors.

bDenotes that two different values of protrusion and zmu in the Rio Cor-
don were used in all sediment transport equations shown in Table 2 (see
text for details).
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1993; Li and Abrahams, 1996; Lee and Ferguson, 2002;
Curran and Wohl, 2003; Yager, 2006].

[24] Our stress-partitioning equations require two drag
coefficients (Cm and CI) to predict the reach-averaged
flow hydraulics (ha, U, �m, and � t). We calibrated Cm

(0.44) using the measured flow (discharge, velocity, and
depth) and bed grain size in a steep stream with relatively
few boulders. We then used the measured flow and channel
bed conditions (e.g., step spacing, grain size, and protru-
sion) in the Erlenbach to calibrate CI over a range of flow
discharges. Further information on the drag coefficient cali-
bration can be found in the appendix.

3.1.4. Hiding Function Calibration
[25] The hiding function (equation (A9)) in the Parker

[1990] equations was empirically calibrated to measure-
ments in Oak Creek, a relatively low-gradient stream
[Parker, 1990], and can vary significantly between streams
or experiments [e.g., Parker et al., 1982; Wilcock and
Southard, 1988; Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989; Parker,
1990; Ashworth et al., 1992; Kunle, 1980; Wilcock, 1993;
Wathen et al., 1995; Wilcock and Crowe, 2003; Mao et al.,
2008]. We therefore calibrated hiding functions in the
Erlenbach using tracer particle movements during five flow
events. Further details on the hiding function calibration
are provided in the appendix.

[26] We assume that we can replace the hiding functions
in the original and modified Parker equations with those
calibrated in the Erlenbach. We make this assumption
because we do not have volumetric grain-size data for the
transported sediment in the Erlenbach. If we had such data,
we could recalibrate the entire set of Parker equations. We
acknowledge that all of the Parker [1990] equations were
developed together and to properly modify these equations
we should not just alter the hiding function. However, we
have performed this calculation to determine if altering the
hiding function would be a useful approach. We replaced
the hiding function in the original Parker equations with

�i ¼ !�sgo
Di

Dsg

� ��0:377

; (4)

and in the modified Parker equations with

�mi ¼ !m�sgom
Di

Dsgm

� ��0:845

: (5)

The value for the dimensionless reference stress (��rsgo) was
also calibrated and was replaced with 0.14 and 0.07 for the

original and modified Parker equations, respectively. These
two hiding functions were obtained using the same tracer
particle measurements in the Erlenbach but they were refer-
enced to either the total or mobile grain-size distributions
of the bed for the original and modified Parker equations,
respectively. A number of different hiding function and
sediment transport equation combinations were tested (see
section 3.3 for details) and each of these combinations is
shown in Table 2.

3.2. Rio Cordon

[27] To provide a further test of our combined stress-
partitioning and sediment transport equations, we used
reach-averaged values for w, S (from Lenzi et al. [2004]),
D, downstream protrusion, and �x (from Lenzi [2001])
measured in the Rio Cordon, an instrumented watershed in
Italy (Table 1). We also used the flow hydrographs and
transported sediment volumes (from Lenzi et al. [1999]),
and bed and bed load grain-size distributions (from Mao
and Lenzi [2007]) in previously published literature. This is
the only steep channel for which we could find publicly
available data that allow us to calculate sediment transport
rates using our stress partitioning equations. No other pub-
lished data sets on steep channels contain detailed measure-
ments of the step properties, flow hydrographs, grain-size
distribution of the channel bed, and transported sediment
volumes; most publications only contain a portion of the
necessary data [e.g., Whiting et al., 1999; Lee and Fergu-
son, 2002; Gomi and Sidle, 2003; Marion and Weirich,
2003; MacFarlane and Wohl, 2003].

[28] The relatively mobile grain size for the Rio Cordon
was not measured. To determine this distribution, we first
calculated the proportion of the bed covered by the rela-
tively immobile sediment using equation (A16) and the
measured step characteristics (Table 1). We then assumed
that this same proportion of the total grain-size distribution
was only from the immobile steps rather than being part of
both the mobile and immobile sediment. We eliminated
this percentage of the coarsest grain sizes (which resulted
in the removal of grains coarser than 360 mm) to obtain the
grain-size distribution of the mobile sediment. We also
assumed that �w was equal to one immobile grain diameter
(Table 1) because it was not measured. Finally, only the
downstream step height was measured in the Rio Cordon,
whereas we require the upstream step protrusion to predict
the sediment flux. In the Erlenbach, the upstream step pro-
trusion (D-zmu) can be 28%–42% of the downstream step
height, depending on the relative sediment availability
[E. M. Yager, unpublished data]. We therefore calculated

Table 2. Matrix of Sediment Transport Equations, Hiding Functions, and Parameters Used in each Bedload Calculationa

Equation/Hiding Function (hf) Hiding Function Coefficient Hiding Function Exponent Grain Size Distribution Shear Stress

Parker/Parker hf 0.0386 �0.9049 Total Total
Parker/Erlenbach hf (total bed) 0.14 �0.62 Total Total
Modified Parker/Parker hf 0.0386 �0.9049 Mobile Mobile
Modified Parker/Erlenbach hf (mobile) 0.07 �0.16 Mobile Mobile
Parker/Rio Cordon hfb 0.189 �0.639 Total Total
Modified Parker/Rio Cordon hfb 0.189 �0.639 Mobile Mobile

aGrain size distribution denotes the distribution used to calculate sediment flux where ‘‘total’’ is the entire bed and ‘‘mobile’’ is all patches except the
immobile steps (see Figure 3b). For shear stress, total (equation (2)) and mobile (equation (3)) are the shear stresses used to calculate bedload transport.

bDenotes that the Rio Cordon hiding function was only used in the Rio Cordon predictions.
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two possible end members for the upstream step protrusion
in the Rio Cordon and test these two values in our transport
calculations.

3.3. Prediction of Sediment Flux in the Erlenbach
and Rio Cordon

[29] To predict the sediment fluxes for each event in the
Rio Cordon and Erlenbach, we first calculated ha using
equation (1), calibrated values for CI and Cm (see the ap-
pendix), and the measured flow hydrographs, S, W, D, �x,
�w, and zmu (Table 1). We then used these flow depths to
determine the total shear stresses (equation (2)) and stresses
on the mobile sediment (equation (3)) throughout each
hydrograph. The stresses on the mobile sediment, the frac-
tional bed area occupied by mobile sediment (Am/At), and
the mobile grain sizes were used in the modified Parker
equations. The original Parker equation (see the appendix)
requires total shear stresses and the grain sizes of the entire
bed to predict sediment fluxes.

[30] We made four different predictions of bed load flux
for each sediment transport event in the Erlenbach, using
different combinations of sediment transport equations and
hiding functions (see Table 2). In the original Parker equa-
tion, we used either the original (equation (A9)) or Erlen-
bach-calibrated hiding function for the entire bed (equation
(4)). For the modified Parker equation, we used either the
original (equation (A9)) or Erlenbach-calibrated hiding
function for the mobile sediment (equation (5)). A list of
the hiding function exponents and coefficients and the rele-
vant shear stress and grain size distributions for each combi-
nation of sediment transport equations and hiding functions
is given in Table 2.

[31] In the Rio Cordon, we used all of the above combi-
nations of equations but also added a Rio Cordon hiding
function, which was developed using the total shear stress,
tracer particle movements, and the grain-size distribution of
the entire bed [Mao and Lenzi, 2007]. Although this hiding
function is for the entire bed, we tested it in both the origi-
nal and modified Parker equations to provide a range of
tested hiding function exponents and coefficients. Thus, in
each sediment transport equation (original or modified
Parker) we used three different possible hiding functions
(original Parker, Erlenbach, or Rio Cordon, see Table 2 for
values) for a total of six different equation combinations.
We used two different values of protrusion in all six of
these equation combinations to better understand the impact
of our protrusion uncertainty in the Rio Cordon on sediment
flux predictions. There were therefore a total of 12 bed load
transport predictions for each event in the Rio Cordon.

[32] For each event, the total transported sediment vol-
ume was the sum of the predicted fluxes (in m2 s�1) for
each measured discharge (above a base flow of 0.1 m3 s�1,
which was far below the threshold for gravel entrainment)
multiplied by the measurement duration and channel width.
In the Erlenbach (16 events) and Rio Cordon (six events),
we assumed channel conditions (S, W, D, �x, �w, zmu, and
grain-size distributions) did not change between the events.

3.4. Measurement and Prediction of Flow in
Fox Creek

[33] To independently test our calibrated stress-partition-
ing equations, we measured the flow hydraulics, grain size,

and step characteristics in Fox Creek, a tributary of the Eel
River in northern California (Table 1). We made a patch
map that included the bed topography, longitudinal profile,
step spacing, and protrusion. We also conducted pebble
counts on each patch class and divided the bed between
immobile steps and relatively mobile sediment. We meas-
ured the flow depth using a pressure transducer installed in
a cross section and measured the flow velocity using a
dilute salt tracer and conductivity probe. We followed the
methodology outlined in section 3.1.2 for all of these
measurements.

[34] We calculated the measured friction factor (f) using
13 simultaneous measurements of flow velocity and flow
depth for flow discharges that ranged from base flow
(�0.09 m3 s�1) to near bankfull (�0.9 m3 s�1). We pre-
dicted f using our stress partitioning equations with drag
coefficients that were calibrated to the Erlenbach. We also
used published resistance equations by Lee and Ferguson
[2002], Rice et al. [1998], Zimmermann [2010], and Jarrett
[1984]. In all of these resistance (except Zimmermann) and
our stress partitioning equations, we iteratively solved for
the flow depth using the measured discharge, grain size,
and step characteristics (when applicable).

4. Results
4.1. Test of Calibrated Stress-partitioning Equations

[35] We first test our calibrated (to the Erlenbach) stress-
partitioning equations and a number of other resistance
equations in Fox Creek. The measured friction factor (f)
declined rapidly as a power function of increasing flow dis-
charge, with relatively small decreases in f at higher flows
(Figure 4). Our stress partitioning equation captured the
overall relationship between the friction factor and unit dis-
charge. All other resistance equations did not predict a
large change in the friction factor with increasing flow

Figure 4. The measured and calculated friction factors in
Fox Creek as functions of the unit discharge. Measured
(circles) and predicted values from the Lee and Ferguson
(solid gray line), Jarrett (dashed black line), Rice (dashed
gray line), Zimmermann (dotted gray line), and our cali-
brated (to the Erlenbach) stress partitioning (solid black
line) equations are shown.
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discharge, and systematically underpredicted the friction
factor. Our stress partitioning equation had a root-mean-
square error (RMSE) in predicted f of 11, which was the
lowest value of all tested resistance equations. The equation
of Jarrett had the next lowest RMSE of 18 and all other
equations had a RMSE greater than 20. This independent
test of our stress-partitioning equations suggests that they
can predict flow hydraulics fairly accurately and may be
used to calculate sediment flux.

4.2. Prediction of Sediment Flux in the Erlenbach

[36] The original Parker equation, with the original hid-
ing function, overpredicted the measured sediment volumes
by several orders of magnitude for 47% of the measure-
ments (Figure 5) and was within an order of magnitude
53% of the time (Table 3). Our modified Parker equation,
with the original hiding function, underpredicted the sedi-
ment volumes by several orders of magnitude for 20% of
the measurements and was within an order of magnitude of
the measured values for 80% of the data (Figure 5). We
now determine if the modified and original Parker equa-
tions perform better with the calibrated hiding functions

(equations (5) and (4), respectively) for the Erlenbach.
The original Parker equation, combined with equation (4),
overpredicted the sediment volumes by several orders of
magnitude for 40% of the data points (Figure 5, Table 3).
The modified Parker equation, combined with equation (5),
predicted the sediment fluxes to within an order of magni-
tude of the measured values for 93% of the measurements
(Figure 5, Table 3).

[37] Calibration of hiding functions to the Erlenbach
increased the accuracy of both the original and modified
Parker equations. Regardless of the hiding function, the
original Parker equation systematically overpredicted sedi-
ment volumes whereas the modified Parker equation over-
predicted for �50% of the data points and therefore
straddled the measured values. Of all tested sediment trans-
port and hiding function equations, the modified Parker
equation, with the mobile-bed Erlenbach hiding function,
had the lowest root-mean-square error (RMSE).

4.3. Prediction of Sediment Transport in the
Rio Cordon

[38] The original Parker equation, with the original hid-
ing function, overpredicted the measured sediment volumes
by several orders of magnitude for 100% of the measure-
ments in the Rio Cordon (Figure 6a, Table 4). In general,
use of either the total-bed Erlenbach or Rio Cordon hiding
functions reduced the RMSE of the predicted sediment vol-
umes. Calculations using these hiding functions still caused
the original Parker equation to overpredict the measured
sediment volume by several orders of magnitude for 83%
of the data points (Table 4, Figure 6a). Use of different val-
ues for protrusion in the original Parker equation, regard-
less of hiding function, did not significantly alter the
performance of this equation.

[39] The modified Parker equation, with the original hid-
ing function and a high protrusion, underpredicted the sedi-
ment volumes by several orders of magnitude for 17% of
the measurements and was within an order of magnitude of
the measured values for 67% of the data (Figure 6b). Use
of the Rio Cordon and mobile-bed Erlenbach hiding func-
tions did not significantly alter the RMSE of the modified
Parker equation (Table 4). However, the modified Parker
equation, combined with the Rio Cordon hiding function,
increased the percent of predicted data points that were

Figure 5. The log of the ratio of the predicted to meas-
ured sediment volumes in the Erlenbach. The original
Parker equation with the original (P90) and Erlenbach (P90
E) hiding functions and the modified Parker equation with
original (P90m) and Erlenbach (P90m E) hiding functions
are shown. Negative and positive sediment volume ratios
represent sediment predictions that are greater or less than,
respectively, the measured values. The top and bottom of
each box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles of the data
points, respectively, and the line in the middle of each box
is the median, which demonstrates skewness of the data if
it is not centered in the box. The lines extending out of
each box denote the furthest limit of the data points. The
gray arrow and the corresponding text denote the percent of
the sediment volume predictions that are greater than the
measured values. Black arrows and the corresponding text
show the percent of the sediment volume predictions that
are not within an order of magnitude of the measured val-
ues. The solid and dashed horizontal lines represent pre-
dicted values equal to or within an order of magnitude of
the measured volumes, respectively.

Table 3. Prediction Errors for Sediment Flux Calculations in the
Erlenbacha

P90 P90 (E) P90m P90m (E)

RMSE (m3) 397 215 56 34
Within an order of magnitude (%) 53 60 80 93
Greater than (%) 100 100 53 47
Greater than an order of magnitude (%) 47 40 0 0
Less than an order of magnitude (%) 0 0 20 7
Within a factor of 2 (%) 0 7 13 27

a‘‘Within an order of magnitude’’ denotes the percent of the predicted sedi-
ment fluxes that were within an order of magnitude of the measured values.
‘‘Greater than’’ denotes the percent of the predictions that were greater than
the measured values. P90 and P90 (E) are the original Parker equation with
the original and Erlenbach (for the total sediment) hiding functions, respec-
tively. P90m and P90m (E) are the modified Parker equation with the original
and Erlenbach (for the mobile sediment) hiding functions, respectively.
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within an order of magnitude of the measured values to
83% (Figure 6b, Table 4).

[40] The modified Parker equation was relatively sensi-
tive to changes in the upstream step protrusion, depending
on the hiding function. Use of a low protrusion with the

original hiding function increased the RMSE and caused a
large systematic overprediction of the sediment flux. The
RMSE of the predictions using the mobile-bed Erlenbach
or Rio Cordon hiding functions did not vary significantly
with protrusion. However, more data points were system-
atically under- or over-predicted when a high or low protru-
sion, respectively, was used with the mobile-bed Erlenbach
hiding function (Figure 6b, Table 4). When a low protru-
sion was used with the Erlenbach hiding function, transport
predictions had similar accuracy to those using the modi-
fied Parker equation with the Rio Cordon hiding function.
It is likely that the mobile-bed Erlenbach hiding function
with a moderate value of protrusion would yield the opti-
mal combination of predictions straddling, and being to
within an order of magnitude, of the measured values.
Thus, both the choice of protrusion and hiding function can
significantly impact sediment volume predictions from the
modified Parker equation.

[41] Of all combinations of sediment transport equations
and hiding functions, the modified Parker equation, with ei-
ther the Rio Cordon (high or low protrusion) or mobile-bed
Erlenbach (low protrusion) hiding functions, had the largest
percentage of predictions within an order of magnitude of
the measured values (Table 4). Any version of the modified
Parker equation had significantly lower RMSE than any
version of the original Parker equation (see Table 4).

4.4. Comparison of Predicted and Measured
Transported Grain Sizes

[42] Five of the previously tested sediment transport
events in the Rio Cordon have measured transported grain
sizes, which we compare to the predicted grain-size distri-
butions for each event. The measured bed load grain-size
distribution progressively coarsened with increasing event
magnitude (Figure 7). For small magnitude sediment trans-
port events, the original Parker equation, when combined
with either the total-bed Erlenbach or Rio Cordon hiding
functions, predicted the transported grain sizes relatively
well (Figures 7a and 7b). Conversely, the transported grain
sizes during moderate to large events were predicted with
better accuracy using the modified Parker equation, com-
bined with either the original or Rio Cordon hiding func-
tions (Figures 7c–7e). The original Parker equation, when
combined with the original hiding function, did not accu-
rately predict the transported grain sizes for any event.

[43] With the exception of the event on 3 July 1989
(Figure 7c), the modified Parker equation, combined with
the mobile-bed Erlenbach hiding function, predicted the
transported grain sizes fairly accurately. This was the only
combination of sediment transport-hiding function equa-
tions that mimicked the trend of coarser transported grain
sizes with higher event magnitudes. Most other equations
over-predicted the transported grain sizes during small
magnitude events and underpredicted the sediment sizes
during large events (Figure 7). Furthermore, most of the
tested equations systematically over-predicted the D16 and
underpredicted the D84 (Table 5). The original Parker equa-
tion, combined with the total-bed Erlenbach or Rio Cordon
hiding functions, and the modified Parker equation, com-
bined with the mobile-bed Erlenbach hiding function, had
the lowest RMSE for all tested grain sizes (Table 5).

Figure 6. The log of the ratio of the predicted to meas-
ured sediment volumes in the Rio Cordon. (a) Predictions
using the original Parker equation with high and low pro-
trusions and the original (P90), Erlenbach (P90 E), and Rio
Cordon (P90 RC) hiding functions. (b) Predictions using
the modified Parker equation with high and low protrusions
and the original (P90m), Erlenbach (P90m E), and Rio Cor-
don (P90m RC) hiding functions. I denotes low protrusion,
all other equations used a high protrusion. The solid and
dashed horizontal lines represent predicted values equal to
or within an order of magnitude of the measured volumes,
respectively. See Figure 5 for an explanation of the box
properties.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Use of Stress-Partitioning Equations in Three
Steep Streams

[44] Unlike the original Parker equation, the modified
Parker equation predicted sediment volumes in the Erlen-
bach that: had a relatively low RMSE, straddled the meas-
ured values, and were within an order of magnitude of the
measured values for most of the data. This statement is true
for most combinations of hiding functions and sediment
transport equations (i.e., original or modified Parker equa-
tions). We stress that the modified Parker equation was not
calibrated to the transported sediment volumes in the Erlen-
bach. Only the Erlenbach hiding function was calibrated to
tracer particle movements, and the drag coefficient for the
immobile sediment (CI) was calibrated to yield the meas-
ured flow conditions in the Erlenbach. Although CI was
calibrated to the Erlenbach, our stress partitioning equa-
tions performed better in Fox Creek than all of the other
tested resistance equations. Furthermore, the modified
Parker equation significantly improved predictions of sedi-
ment flux in the Rio Cordon without any local calibration.
In this stream, the modified Parker equation had a much
lower RMSE, and a greater percentage of predictions
within an order of magnitude of the measured values, than
the original Parker equation (for all hiding function combi-
nations). The modified Parker equation accounts for the
effects of relatively immobile grains, limited sediment
availability, and size-selective transport. Other sediment
transport equations that account for these three effects may
also predict the sediment flux in the Erlenbach and Rio
Cordon fairly accurately.

5.2. Hiding Functions for Steep Streams

[45] We tested hiding functions with a wide range of
dimensionless reference shear stresses (0.0386 to 0.189)
and exponents (�0.16 to �0.9049; Table 2). In the Rio
Cordon, the modified Parker equation, combined with the
mobile-bed Erlenbach hiding function, generally predicted
sediment fluxes and transported grain sizes with the most
accuracy (Figures 6 and 7, Tables 4 and 5). It was only this
combination of equations that predicted the observed
increase in transported grain sizes with event magnitude. In
the Erlenbach, the combination of the modified Parker
equation and the mobile-bed Erlenbach hiding function also
predicted sediment fluxes better than all of the other tested
equation combinations. This hiding function is different

from those reported for both low-gradient and steep chan-
nels. The small exponent (�0.16) implies that the relatively
mobile sediment engages in highly selective transport
and that hiding effects are relatively unimportant. Thus, we
removed many of the hiding effects (e.g., large grains shel-
ter small grains) by directly accounting for the effects of
the large grains on the stress borne by the mobile sediment.

[46] The Rio Cordon hiding function also predicted the
transported sediment volumes in the Rio Cordon relatively
well, when combined with the modified Parker equation. It
did not predict the transported grain sizes as accurately as
the mobile-bed Erlenbach hiding function, although it was
calibrated to tracer particle movements in the Rio Cordon.
Unlike the mobile-bed Erlenbach hiding function, the Rio
Cordon hiding function predicted very little change in the
transported grain size distributions between events. This is
likely because the Rio Cordon hiding function has a higher
exponent that does not predict highly size-selective trans-
port. The Rio Cordon hiding function was also calibrated
for the entire bed rather than the mobile sediment.

[47] The critical Shields stress in the Erlenbach hiding
function (��rsgo ¼ 0.07) is within the upper range of values
reported for lower-gradient streams [e.g., Buffington and
Montgomery, 1997]. ��rsgo generally increases with lower
relative submergences and higher channel slopes [e.g.,
Ashida and Bayazit, 1973; Aguirre-Pe, 1975; Graf and
Suszka, 1987; Aguirre-Pe and Fuentes, 1991; Bartnick,
1991; Shvidchenko and Pender, 2000; Shvidchenko et al.,
2001; Mueller et al., 2005; Lenzi et al., 2006; Lamb et al.,
2008; Mao et al., 2008]. The dimensionless critical stress
is often higher in steep streams than in lower-gradient
channels because roughness elements bear a significant
fraction of the total stress [e.g., Buffington and Montgom-
ery, 1997] and/or low relative flow depths reduce the near-
bed turbulence intensities [e.g., Lamb et al., 2008]. How-
ever, the critical Shields stress is often calculated using
reach-averaged flow conditions and not the local forces and
turbulence parameters that cause transport. An actual
increase in the critical Shields stress in steep channels
would occur if the fundamental local forces that initiate
motion have changed. Our results imply that corrections for
the effects of immobile grains may partially reduce the val-
ues of ��rsgo in steep streams to those in channels with rela-
tively low roughness. However, the parameters that control
the actual critical Shields stress (e.g., friction angles, pro-
trusion, or grain interlocking) may also be different
between steep and lower-gradient channels.

Table 4. Prediction Errors for Sediment Flux Calculations in the Rio Cordona

P90 P90 (E) P90 (RC) P90m P90m (E) P90m (RC)

RMSE (m3) 1.5 � 105/8.3 � 104 1.8 � 104/1.0 � 104 1.2 � 104/7.2 � 103 358/405 377/361 359/367
Within an order of magnitude (%) 0/0 17/17 17/17 67/67 67/83 83/83
Greater than (%) 100/100 100/100 100/100 67/83 17/67 67/67
Greater than an order of magnitude (%) 100/100 83/83 83/83 17/33 0/0 0/17
Less than an order of magnitude (%) 0/0 0/0 0/0 17/0 33/17 17/0
Within a factor of 2 (%) 0/0 0/0 0/0 17/17 67/67 17/17

a‘‘Within an order of magnitude’’ denotes the percent of the predicted sediment fluxes that were within an order of magnitude of the measured values.
‘‘Greater than’’ denotes the percent of the predictions that were greater than the measured values. P90, P90 (RC) and P90 (E) are the original Parker equa-
tion with the original, Rio Cordon and Erlenbach (for the total sediment) hiding functions, respectively. P90m, P90m (RC) and P90m (E) are the modified
Parker equation with the original, Rio Cordon and Erlenbach (for the mobile sediment) hiding functions, respectively. Two values are shown for each
equation, separated by a backslash; the first and second values are calculations using a high or low protrusion, respectively.
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[48] Use of hiding functions, calibrated to the entire bed
of steep streams (total-bed Erlenbach and Rio Cordon) in
the original Parker equation did not significantly improve
sediment flux calculations in the Erlenbach and Rio Cordon
(Figures 5 and 6; Tables 3 and 4). These hiding functions
use dimensionless reference shear stresses within the range
of values reported for steep streams (Table 2). We also
tested if simply changing ��rsgo in the original Parker equa-
tion could improve sediment flux predictions without the

use of stress partitioning. In the Rio Cordon, to obtain
comparable RMSE in predicted sediment volumes to those
from the modified Parker equation, ��rsgo must be equal to
�0.4. Use of this ��rsgo still caused the original Parker equa-
tion to systematically over-estimate sediment flux for 67%
of the data points. Furthermore, 0.4 is generally larger than
the reported empirical and theoretical range of ��rsgo for
steep channels (see Lamb et al. [2009] for a review). In the
Erlenbach, use of this value for ��rsgo in the original Parker

Figure 7. Measured and predicted grain size-distributions in the Rio Cordon that were transported on
(a) 5 October 1992, (b) 2 October 1993, (c) 3 July 1989, (d) 7 October 1998, and (e) 14 September 1994.
The values below each date represent the total measured transported sediment volume for each event. RI
is the recurrence interval [from Lenzi et al., 2004]. See Figure 6 for an explanation of the abbreviations
for each sediment transport equation.
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equation caused the measured sediment volumes to be
under-predicted by many orders of magnitude for all data
points. Thus, simply increasing the value of ��rsgo in steep
channels may not result in critical shear stress values that
are transferable between streams or better predictions of
sediment flux.

5.3. Prediction and Measurement Uncertainties

[49] Although our modifications significantly improved
bed load predictions, the predicted fluxes were only to
within a factor of 2 of the measured fluxes for 27% (Table
3) and 67% (Table 4) of the data points in the Erlenbach
and Rio Cordon, respectively. These predictions are still
significant improvements over those from the original
Parker equation, which were only within a factor of 2 for
0%–7% of the data points (see Tables 3 and 4). The persist-
ence of errors in our modified equations suggests that future
work is needed to better understand and improve predic-
tions of transport processes in steep channels. The discrep-
ancies between the measured and predicted sediment
volumes in the Erlenbach could be caused by assumptions
in the stress-partitioning and modified Parker equations.
For all events, we assumed the grain-size distribution of the
relatively mobile sediment and the immobile-grain spacing,
size, and protrusion were constant. During this time period,
no event was large enough to move the immobile-grain
steps and change their downstream spacing. Furthermore,
the yearly sediment yield remained relatively constant and
therefore the sediment availability and the parameters that
depend on it (grain size, area occupied by mobile sediment,
and step protrusion) may not have significantly changed.
However, the sediment supply for any given event, which
controls the grain size of the relatively mobile sediment and
the immobile-grain protrusion (pu) and downstream length
(�w), could have varied. A theory is still needed to predict
the variation of pu and the mobile grain sizes with sediment
supply and shear stress. Without such a theory, we cannot
determine how these parameters will change between and
within sediment transport events.

[50] We also assumed the bed characteristics did not
change in the Rio Cordon because no data were available
on the event-scale variations of these parameters. Some of
our tested events in the Rio Cordon transported large bould-
ers, and likely altered the sediment availability and step
characteristics. Thus, some of the errors in the Rio Cordon
are very likely caused by the use of static bed conditions.
Our assumed values for the downstream step length, mobile
grain-size distributions, and step protrusion may have also
introduced prediction errors.

[51] Prediction errors may have also occurred from
assuming constant drag coefficients for all streams (Rio
Cordon, Erlenbach, and Fox Creek); it is likely that the
drag coefficient for the immobile steps may vary with the
step spacing. In addition, the modified Parker equation
does not account for the spatial variability in grain size and
critical and applied shear stresses. All of these parameters
vary significantly in steep streams [Yager, 2006], and
neglecting this variation can cause large errors in the pre-
dicted sediment flux [Ferguson, 2003]. In particular,
patches are composed of relatively narrow grain-size distri-
butions that move under local flow conditions that are dis-
tinct from reach-averaged values [e.g., Dietrich et al.,
2005; Nelson et al., 2009; Yager, 2006]. Patch sorting and
channel location (high- versus low-stress environments)
influence the relatively mobility of a given grain size
[Yager, 2006]. Thus, errors in our sediment volume and
grain size predictions may be partially caused by using the
reach-averaged Parker equation in a patchy stream. We did
not know the local stress conditions over each patch and
therefore could not predict the sediment flux on individual
patch classes. We have developed a set of flow and trans-
port equations that only require the flow discharge and
reach-averaged bed properties. If more detailed flow infor-
mation is known, equations such as those developed by
Kean and Smith [2006a, 2006b] and Kean et al. [2009]
could be modified to predict the spatial variability in shear
stress for rough streams.

[52] Finally, the measured sediment volumes in the
Erlenbach and Rio Cordon have associated uncertainties
that may cause some of the differences between the pre-
dicted and measured values. For example, the bed load sen-
sors in the Erlenbach only measure grains coarser than
1 cm. The proportion of the sediment volume in the reten-
tion basin represented by this size is assumed to be constant
in the bed load sensor calibration. It is unlikely that this
proportion actually remains constant with event magnitude
and therefore the bed load sensors may under- or overesti-
mate the bed load flux of grains coarser than 1 cm, depend-
ing on the flow discharge. Although this could impact our
prediction errors, we do not see any systematic differences
between the measured and predicted fluxes with event mag-
nitude. The uncertainties in such measurements are dis-
cussed in detail in the original data sources for these
measurements [e.g., Rickenmann and McArdell, 2007;
Lenzi et al., 1999].

5.4. Application to Other Steep Streams

[53] The Rio Cordon, Erlenbach, and Fox Creek repre-
sent a wide range of bed coverage by mobile sediment, step
spacing and protrusion, channel slope, and immobile and
mobile grain sizes (Table 1). Thus, our combined stress-
partitioning and sediment transport equations have the
potential to improve predictions of flow, velocity, shear
stress, and sediment flux in other steep channels without
individual stream calibration. A slightly different set of
these equations that were developed for cascade channels,
also predicted sediment flux and flow hydraulics better than
all of the other tested resistance and sediment transport
equations, when compared to flume data. These experi-
ments used a wide range in the upstream sediment supply,
boulder spacing, and protrusion [Yager et al., 2007].

Table 5. RMSE (mm) of the Predicted Transported Grain Sizes
in the Rio Cordona

Equation RMSE D84 RMSE D50 RMSE D16

P90 427 124 34
P90 (E) 21 12 7
P90 (RC) 32 14 7
P90m 163 82 29
P90m (E) 26 12 6
P90m (E. low p) 37 21 10
P90m (RC) 142 67 23

aSee Table 4 for an explanation of abbreviations. ‘‘Low p’’ denotes low
protrusion, all other values use a high protrusion (see Table 1).
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[54] The tested events in the Erlenbach had recurrence
intervals that ranged from <0.1 to �1.5 and in the Rio Cor-
don from 2 to 52.6 [Lenzi et al., 2004]. Our modified equa-
tions are capable of predicting sediment fluxes for small,
frequent, and large channel-changing events. We do not
recommend, however, using our equations in events that
move the steps because the modified Parker equation is
based on the assumption that steps are immobile. These
large boulders move during relatively infrequent, large
magnitude events [e.g., Lenzi, 2001; Turowski et al., 2009].
Relatively little is known about the mechanics of step for-
mation and disintegration, and such research is beyond the
scope of our study. We recommend that future work focus
on determination of the forces and bed and flow conditions
that are responsible for step disintegration. Until the
mechanics of boulder movement are better understood, we
recommend determining the appropriate sediment transport
equation based on the recurrence interval of a given flow or
empirical/theoretical estimates of boulder mobility [e.g.,
Lamb et al., 2008, Recking, 2009; Turowski et al., 2009].
Sediment transport equations developed for lower-gradient
channels, which do not partition the total shear stress and
allow for boulder movement, work relatively well during
large events in which all grain sizes are mobile [e.g., Bath-
urst et al., 1987; Rickenmann, 1997; D’Agostino and
Lenzi, 1999]. Thus, the modified Parker equation would be
applicable up to a certain flow condition, above which the
original Parker or similar equation should be used. This
exact threshold between applicable bed load equations will
depend on the relative mobility of the boulder steps in a
given channel. The modified and original Parker equations
will predict the same bed load flux when the mobile and
total grain size distributions are equivalent and the step pro-
trusion is zero.

[55] The set of equations outlined here are only for step-
pool channels and are not directly applicable to cascade
streams. However, the stress-partitioning equations devel-
oped by Yager et al. [2007] are for cascade morphologies
and when combined with the modified Parker equation
could be used to predict sediment flux in such streams. The
modified Parker equation presented here was derived for
steep channels with boulder steps. It could be altered to
account for sediment transport over wood-dominated steps
by substituting the boulder parameters (D, pu, �x, �y, �w)
with those relevant for woody debris (e.g., spacing between
wood steps, upstream protrusion of wood, wood diameter).

[56] The majority of published bed load transport equa-
tions have limited testing in only one or a few field loca-
tions, which preclude their wide applicability. Therefore,
we recommend future collection of bed load transport data
to test both the modified Parker and other bed load trans-
port equations for a wider variety of upstream sediment
supplies, step spacing, and protrusion values. A recent
study also demonstrates that our stress-partitioning approach
predicts bed load flux and flow conditions relatively accu-
rately in a range of steep streams, especially those with
high-boulder concentrations [Nitsche et al., 2011]. Further-
more, although our Erlenbach hiding function, when com-
bined with the modified Parker equation, predicted sediment
flux relatively accurately in two streams, it also requires fur-
ther testing in other steep channels to determine its general
applicability. Given the wide range in published hiding

functions for lower-gradient channels, we expect some
variability in the hiding function between steep channels.
General application of the modified Parker equation will be
improved if CI and Cm are calibrated using reach-averaged
flow measurements in a range of other streams. Detailed
laboratory experiments of the flow and pressure fields
around grains [e.g., Kalinske, 1943; Nelson et al., 1995;
Papanicolaou et al., 2001; Kean and Smith, 2006a;
Schmeeckle et al., 2007] could also provide data to calibrate
these drag coefficients. The field approach continues our
treatment of CI and Cm as bulk roughness coefficients,
whereas detailed laboratory measurements determine the
actual drag coefficients.

[57] The modified Parker equation requires relatively
few additional measurements (pu, �w, �x) to those used in
the original Parker equation (S, q, grain-size distribution).
Our detailed topographic measurements of the immobile-
step protrusion, spacing, and downstream length are not
required; these would only require tape measurements. A
number of pebble counts are needed to characterize the
grain sizes of the mobile and immobile sediment. For more
detailed flow calculations, the step protrusion, cross-stream
packing, and down-stream spacing may be estimated for
regular and irregular step arrangements following the meth-
odology of Kean and Smith [2006a, 2006b]. In Appendix 4,
we have outlined the measurements and calculations neces-
sary to apply the modified Parker equation to other steep
streams.

[58] Bed load transport equations are often applied to
determine the sediment flux and channel conditions (e.g.,
width, slope, grain size) throughout watersheds. Such cal-
culations are used for different river restoration scenarios
and to evaluate the impact of land-use practices on down-
stream river conditions and aquatic habitat. Predictions
of sediment routing through watersheds currently use sedi-
ment transport equations developed for lower-gradient
channels, which significantly over-predict the sediment
flux out of steep steams. Steep streams are the majority of
the total channel length in mountainous drainage networks
and are the direct link between hillslope processes and
lower-gradient channels. Thus, over-predicted sediment
fluxes may influence the predicted channel slopes (may
increase to transport the high sediment load) and grain sizes
(may decrease with high supply) throughout watersheds.
With additional field verification, the modified Parker or
similar bed load equations could improve basin-scale slope
and grain size predictions. Such basin-scale sediment flux
predictions require less-detailed bed measurements than we
have outlined here. Field measurements in a number of
steep streams could determine possible ranges in the grain-
size distribution of the relatively mobile sediment and the
immobile-step protrusion and spacing. In theory, an equa-
tion that predicts these parameters from the upstream sedi-
ment supply (obtained from hillslope erosion models)
could be also combined with the modified Parker equation.

6. Conclusions
[59] We previously developed a combined set of modi-

fied sediment transport and stress-partitioning equations for
cascade channels but only tested these equations using
flume experiments with a single mobile grain size. Here,
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we further modify these equations to include the effects of
immobile grain steps and selective transport (using the
Parker [1990] bed load equations) of the relatively mobile
sediment. This set of equations significantly improved sedi-
ment flux and flow predictions in a number of steep chan-
nels. Unlike the other transport equations that we tested,
this modified Parker [1990] equation mostly predicted the
sediment volumes to within an order of magnitude of the
measured values and had the lowest RMSE. The modified
Parker [1990] equation obtained the most accurate sedi-
ment flux and transported grain size predictions when it
was combined with a hiding function that calculates highly
selective transport of the relatively mobile sediment. Use
of a large critical Shields stress, such as those reported in
steep streams, does not systematically improve bed load
transport calculations in all tested streams. The modified
Parker equation performs well because it accounts for the
stress borne by the relatively immobile grains, and the lim-
ited availability and size-selective transport of the more
mobile sediment.

Appendix A

Appendix A1: Calibration of Drag Coefficients
[60] CI may vary with the immobile-grain spacing (�x

and �y) and relative submergence (ha/pu) [e.g., Flammer
et al., 1970; Nepf, 1999; Wallerstein et al., 2002], whereas
Cm may only vary with the relative submergence of the mo-
bile sediment (ha/Dm84). In a given reach, �x and �y will
remain constant if the immobile steps are stable and the
WSL has not documented any changes in step locations in
the Erlenbach during our prediction time frame. Thus, ha/pu

and ha/Dm84 will primarily depend on the mobile patch ele-
vations, which vary with flow and sediment supply [Yager
et al., 2007].

[61] We first attempted, using a variety of solver techni-
ques (e.g., least squares, particle swarm algorithms) and
our flow data in the Erlenbach, to solve our stress-parti-
tioning equations for both coefficients (CI and Cm) and
allow these coefficients to vary with flow depth. However,
none of the solver algorithms allowed us to determine
unique and physically meaningful values of CI and Cm for
a given flow depth. We therefore calculated Cm from data
collected by Marcus et al. [1992] in an un-named steep
stream with similar grain sizes to the Erlenbach’s mobile
sediment. This stream contained few boulders (see photos
in the work of Marcus et al. [1992]) and we assumed its
drag coefficient of the entire bed (CT) was a maximum
estimate for Cm in the Erlenbach. Thus, we assume Cm

may be relatively constant between steep channels, which
is reasonable given that we only expect Cm to vary with
the relative submergence of the mobile sediment. Our cal-
culation of CT therefore only included data points with ha/
D84 values equal to those observed in the Erlenbach dur-
ing sediment-transporting flows. Future work should focus
on measurement of Cm in other steep streams to test this
assumption.

[62] We set equation (2) equal to equation (3), replaced
Cm with CT, and solved for CT using the measured values
of U and hydraulic radius from Marcus et al. [1992].
We used the hydraulic radius (R) instead of ha in these

equations because ha was not reported. We set Cm equal to
the average value of CT (0.44 6 0.09), although CT dis-
played a power law relationship with ha/D84 (R2 of 0.3, Fig-
ure A1a). The statistical significance of this fit did not
justify using a variable value for Cm. We also expect that
CI is more likely to vary than Cm because drag coefficients
are only highly variable at low relative submergences [e.g.,
Bathurst, 1978; Bathurst et al., 1981; Thorne and Zeven-
bergen, 1985] and the mobile and immobile grains were
fully and rarely submerged, respectively, during our meas-
ured flows.

[63] The variation in CI with ha/pu was calculated using
equation (1), solved for CI, Cm of 0.44, and the measured
values of D, �x, �w, zmu, ha, U, W, and q in the Erlenbach
(Table 1). Although CI declined with increasing ha/pu, as
expected, it did not vary smoothly because w and ha fluctu-
ated irregularly with discharge in some cross sections
(Figure A1b). We can substitute for CI in equation (1) using
a power law fit between CI and ha/pu:

CI¼ 157
ha

pu

�1:6

: (A1)

[64] We compare the drag coefficients for the Erlenbach
with those measured in streams with gradients greater than
3% [Thompson and Campbell, 1979; Jarrett, 1984; Bath-
urst, 1985; Marcus et al., 1992; Lepp et al., 1993; Mac-
Farlane and Wohl, 2003]. We lack the necessary data to
determine CI in these channels and instead calculate CT

using reported data (ha, U, and grain size) in each stream
and the method outlined above (for Cm calibration). For a
given ha/D84, the values of CT in the Erlenbach are similar
to those from all other steep streams (Figure A1c). CT can
be several orders of magnitude lower than CI because of
the area scaling in our equations. CT ¼ CmAm þ (CIAIF)/
AT, where AIF/AT and CmAm were �0.02 and 0.3, respec-
tively. Thus, the values of CI appear large because they are
approximately equal to CT multiplied by 50. CI is higher in
the Erlenbach than those values measured for isolated
spheres in flume experiments because in the Erlenbach, it
incorporates plunging flow over steps, local accelerations
around boulders, and flow in jets and pools. All of these
flow processes dissipate considerably greater energy than
simple flow around spheres. Thus, we calculate CI as a bulk
roughness coefficient as opposed to more commonly used
equations for drag coefficients that incorporate pressure
and velocity variations around individual objects.

[65] We tested our assumption of using a constant value
of Cm by fitting an equation to the measured values of Cm

and ha/D84 from Marcus et al. [1992]. We then use this
equation, combined with our stress partitioning equations,
to recalculate CI as a function of ha/pu and Cm. Use of the
variable Cm caused the predicted stress borne by the mobile
sediment to remain constant at moderate to high discharges
in the Erlenbach (Figure A1d). This relationship was not
reasonable because when used in a sediment transport
equation, it would predict nearly constant sediment flux for
a wide range of flow conditions. The stress borne by the
mobile sediment should increase, like the total shear stress,
with greater flow discharges. This occurs when we use a
constant value for Cm to calculate �m (Figure A1d).
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Appendix A2: Hiding Function Calculation for the
Erlenbach

[66] We calibrated hiding functions for the Erlenbach
using tracer particle (consisted of painted rocks and repeat
photographs of a given location) movements during five
low- to moderate- (71% of bankfull) flow events (see Yager
[2006] for details on tracer measurements). The number of
placed and transported tracer particles ranged from 290 and
23, respectively, for the smallest event to 750 and 254,
respectively, for the largest event. The maximum grain size
moved during an event can be used to calculate the critical
shear stress and hiding function [e.g., Andrews, 1983; Carl-
ing, 1983; Mao et al., 2008]. The maximum mobile grain
size did not regularly vary with shear stress in Erlenbach
and was very sensitive to the location of tracer placement
[see Yager, 2006]. To avoid these problems and to use a
more statistically meaningful measurement of grain mobil-
ity, we assumed the mobile D84 of the tracer particles
would represent the largest size moved during each event.
We then divided this grain size by the D50 of the relatively

mobile sediment or the D50 of the entire bed to obtain the
grain size ratio (Di/D50 or Di/D50m) for each event. Hiding
functions were fit between these ratios and the dimension-
less peak total shear stress (fit with Di/D50) or dimension-
less peak stress on the mobile sediment (fit with Di/D50m)
during each event that moved tracers (Figure A2).

Appendix A3: Stress-Partitioning and the Original
Parker Equations

[67] The stress-partitioning equations are discussed in
detail by Yager et al. [2007] and only a brief outline is
given here. The total boundary shear stress (� t) is parti-
tioned between the stress on the immobile grains (� I) and
the mobile sediment (�m),

�t ¼
�IAIP þ �mAm

At
; (A2)

where At is the total bed area, and Am and AIP are the total
bed-parallel areas of the mobile and immobile grains,

Figure A1. The drag coefficients for the (a) mobile sediment, (b) immobile grains, and (c) total bed as
functions of relative submergence. The data in Figure A1a are from Marcus et al. [1992]. In Figure A1b,
the dashed gray line shows the calculated values of CI and the solid black line is the best-fit equation to
the data in the Erlenbach. In Figure A1c, the solid line is for the Erlenbach and gray crosses are for other
steep streams [Thompson and Campbell, 1979; Jarrett, 1984; Bathurst, 1985; Marcus et al., 1992; Lepp
et al., 1993; MacFarlane and Wohl, 2003]. In Figure A1d, the calculated shear stress in the Erlenbach is
shown as a function of the unit discharge. Shown are the total shear stress (solid black line), and the stress
borne by the mobile sediment for a constant (solid gray line), or variable (dashed gray line) value of Cm.
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respectively. � t and �m are given by equations (2) and (3),
respectively, and � I is calculated using

�I ¼
�AIFCIU

2

2AIP
; (A3)

where CI and AIF are the drag coefficient and bed-perpen-
dicular area of the immobile grains. AIF is given by

AIF¼ haþzmu�
D

2

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðhaþzmuÞD�ðhaþzmuÞ2

q�

þD2

4
sin�1 2

haþzmu

D

� �
�1

� �
� zmu�

D

2

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zmuD�z2

mu

q �
w

D

�Dw

4
sin�1 2zmu

D
�1

� �
whenhþzm�D

(A4a)

AIF¼
�D2

8
� zmu�

D

2

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zmuD�z2

mu

q
�D2

4
sin�1 2zmu

D
�1

� �� �
w

D
;

when hþzm�D;

(A4b)

where D is the median grain size of the immobile grains, w is
the channel width, ha is the average flow depth, and zmu is
the bed-perpendicular height of the mobile sediment (see sec-
tion 2.1 for details). We combine equations (2), (3), (A16),
and (A2)–(A4) to obtain the solution given in equation (1).

[68] The dimensionless critical shear stress is given by

��c ¼
� c

ð�s � �ÞgD50

; (A5)

where is ��c is the critical shear stress and D50 is the median
grain size.

[69] In our modified Parker equations below, we use the
constants and notation given by Parker [1990] for all equa-
tions except (A9), in which we use notation from Parker
[2008]. The bed is divided into N grain size classes with
characteristic diameters (Di) where i ranges from 1 to N.
The geometric mean size of the relatively mobile sediment
(Dsgm) is given by

ln Dsgm ¼
XN

i¼1

Fmi ln Di; (A6)

where Fmi is the volume fraction of the relatively mobile
sediment in the ith grain-size class. The arithmetic standard
deviation (in � units) of the relatively mobile sediment
(��m) is

�2
�m ¼

XN

i¼1

ln ½Di=Dsgm�
ln 2

� �2

Fmi: (A7)

The dimensionless shear stress borne by the mobile sedi-
ment (��sgm) is given by

��sgm ¼
�m

�RsgDsgm

; (A8)

where Rs is the dimensionless submerged specific gravity
of sediment and �s is the sediment density. The hiding
function for the mobile sediment (�mi) is

�mi ¼ !m�sgom
Di

Dsgm

� ��0:0951

; (A9)

where

�sgom ¼
��sgm

��rsgo

; (A10)

and ��rsgo is a dimensionless reference stress (0.0386, in the
original Parker equation). The empirical function !m is

!m ¼ 1þ ��m

��Oð�sgomÞ
½!Oð�sgomÞ � 1�; (A11)

where ��Oð�sgomÞ and !Oð�sgomÞ are graphical functions
illustrated by Parker [1990]. The dimensionless bed load
transport rate (W�

msi) of each ith size class in the mobile
sediment is

W�
msi ¼ 0:00218 Gð�miÞ (A12)

and the empirical function G(�mi) is

Gð�miÞ¼
5474 1�0:853

�mi

� �4:5

for �mi>1:59

exp½14:2ð�mi�1Þ�9:28ð�mi�1Þ2� for 1��mi�1:59

�mi for �mi<1:

8>>>><
>>>>:

(A13)

Figure A2. Dimensionless critical shear stress as a func-
tion of the relative grain size (Di/D50) in the Erlenbach.
Hiding function fits to tracer particle movements are shown
for both the mobile (squares) and total (circles) bed sedi-
ment. The dimensionless critical shear stresses were calcu-
lated using the stress borne by the mobile sediment
(squares) and the total shear stress (circles).
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Equation (A13) is based on empirical fits to bed load trans-
port data from Oak Creek [Parker, 1990]. The volumetric
transport rate per unit width (qmi) for each ith size class in
the relatively mobile sediment is

qmi¼

ffiffiffiffi
�m

�

q 3
FmiW

�
msi

Rsg
:

(A14)

The total transport rate per unit width (qTm) of all grain
sizes in the mobile sediment is

qTm¼
XN

i¼1

qbmi

 !
Am

At
; (A15)

where the transport rate is scaled by the proportion of the
bed covered by relatively mobile sediment (Am/At). The
total unit bed area (At) is the product of the channel width
and �x (Figure 2). The area occupied by relatively mobile
sediment (Am) is

Am¼w�x�AIP; (A16)

which is the difference between At and the total bed-paral-
lel area occupied by immobile grains (AIP). The later is cal-
culated as the bed-parallel area of one immobile grain
(�wD) multiplied by the number of immobile grains (w/D)
within At.

[70] The fraction of bed load in the ith grain-size class
(pmi) is

pmi ¼
qmi

qTmAt

Am

: (A17)

The original Parker [1990] sediment transport equations
are shown below. The geometric-mean size (Dsg) of the
surface sediment is

ln Dsg ¼
XN

i¼1

Fi ln Di; (A18)

where Fi is the volume fraction of the sediment in the ith
grain-size class. The arithmetic standard deviation of the
surface grain-size distribution (��) is

�2
� ¼

XN

i¼1

ln ðDi=DsgÞ
ln2

� �2

Fi (A19)

and the dimensionless shear stress is

��sg ¼
� t

�RsgDsg

: (A20)

The hiding function for the entire bed (�i) is

�i ¼ !�sgo

Di

Dsg

� ��0:0951

; (A21)

where

�sgo ¼
��sg

��ssrg
(A22)

and ��ssrg is the dimensionless reference stress (0.0386). The
empirical function ! is

! ¼ 1þ ��
�Oð�sgoÞ

½!Oð�sgoÞ � 1�; (A23)

where �Oð�sgoÞ and !Oð�sgoÞ are graphical functions illus-
trated by Parker [1990]. The dimensionless bed load trans-
port rate (W�

si) for each ith size class is

W�
si ¼ 0:00218 Gð�iÞ; (A24)

where the empirical function G(�i) is

Gð�iÞ ¼
5474 1� 0:853

�i

� �4:5

for�i > 1:59

exp ½14:2ð�i � 1Þ � 9:28ð�i � 1Þ2� for 1 � �i � 1:59

�i for�i < 1:

8>>>><
>>>>:

(A25)

The volumetric transport rate per unit width (qi) for each
grain size is

qi ¼
w�si

� t=�

� �1:5
Fi

Rsg
(A26)

and the total volumetric transport rate per unit width (qT) is

qT ¼
XN

i¼1

qi: (A27)

The fraction of bed load in the ith grain-size class (pi) is

pi ¼
qi

qT

: (A28)

Appendix A4: Measurements and Calculations
Needed to Apply Modified Parker Equation

[71] Bed load transport can be determined in any steep
stream using a series of calculations, eight reach-averaged
variables (w, S, q, D, pu, grain size distribution of mobile
sediment, �x and �w), and two drag coefficients (Cm and
CI). A measured flow discharge (q) or the flow discharge
hydrograph are needed to calculate sediment flux. As dis-
cussed in section 5.4, the channel width (w) and slope (S)
can be obtained from simple cross-sectional surveys and
longitudinal profiles of a stream. The channel bed should
then be mapped into mobile and immobile patches, which
are denoted using the step classification criteria outlined in
section 3.1.2. The downstream distance between each step
(�x) and downstream step length (�w) can be determined
using a measurement tape (see Figure 2 for the definition of
these parameters). The upstream step protrusion could be
measured using detailed surveying equipment (e.g., total
station, DGPS, ground-based LiDAR) or a ruler. This pa-
rameter should be measured multiple times on every step to
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ensure that the inherent variability in protrusion is captured.
All boulders and/or cobbles within the immobile steps
should be measured and used to obtain the median grain
size of the immobile sediment. Finally, multiple pebble
counts should be conducted on the relatively mobile sedi-
ment and these counts should be aerially weighted to obtain
a composite grain size distribution. The reach-averaged
height of the relatively mobile sediment (zmu) is D-pu. The
reached-averaged values for w, S, D, zmu, �x, and �w and a
given flow discharge (or flow hydrograph) are then used to
iterate a solution for the reach-averaged flow depth (ha)
using equations (1) and (A4). In these calculations either
our calibrated (see section 3.1.3) or locally calibrated (to
the stream of interest) values for the drag coefficients (Cm

and CI) need to be used. The flow velocity is calculated as
q/ha and is used to determine the stress borne by mobile
sediment from equation (3). Then, one should step through
equations (A6)–(A8) and determine which hiding function
is appropriate for a given stream. The Erlenbach and origi-
nal Parker hiding functions are given by equations (5) and
(A9), respectively. Note that the dimensionless reference
stress is different between these equations. Once the hiding
function has been chosen, one can step through equations
(A10)–(A17) to determine the sediment flux for a given dis-
charge. A MATLAB script, which will only require the input
parameters of w, S, flow hydrograph, D, pu, grain size distri-
bution of mobile sediment, �x, and �w, will be made avail-
able at https://sites.google.com/site/emyager/home. This
script uses our calibrated drag coefficients and gives the user
an option to choose from a range of hiding functions.

Definition of Symbols

AIF bed-perpendicular area of immobile grains
AIP bed-parallel area occupied of immobile grains
Am bed-parallel area of mobile sediment
At total bed area

Cm drag coefficient for the mobile sediment
CI drag coefficient for the immobile grains
CT drag coefficient for the entire bed
D mean immobile-grain diameter

D50 median grain size of entire bed
D50m median grain size of mobile sediment
D84m 84th percentile of the grain-size distribution of the

relatively mobile sediment
D84 84th percentile of the grain-size distribution of the

entire bed
Di characteristic grain size in the ith grain-size class

Dsg geometric mean size of the entire bed
Dsgm geometric mean size of the relatively mobile

sediment
g acceleration due to gravity

ha average flow depth
Fmi proportion of the relatively mobile sediment in the

ith grain-size class
Fi proportion of the entire bed sediment that is in the

ith grain-size class
pi fraction of the predicted bed load that is in the ith

grain-size class (original Parker)
pmi fraction of the predicted bed load that is in the ith

grain-size class (modified Parker)

pu portion of immobile grains that protrude above the
mobile bed surface that is upstream of the steps

q discharge per unit width
qi volumetric sediment transport rate per unit width

of the mobile sediment in the ith grain-size class
(original Parker)

qmi volumetric sediment transport rate per unit width
of the mobile sediment in the ith grain-size class
(modified Parker)

qT total volumetric sediment transport rate per unit
width of the mobile sediment (original Parker)

qTm total volumetric sediment transport rate per unit
width of the mobile sediment (modified Parker)

R hydraulic radius
Rs dimensionless submerged specific gravity of

sediment
S reach-average water surface slope
U reach-average velocity
w channel width

w/D number of immobile elements on the bed
W�

si dimensionless sediment transport rate of the mobile
sediment in the ith grain-size class (original
Parker)

W�
msi dimensionless sediment transport rate of the mobile

sediment in the ith grain-size class (modified
Parker)

zmu average bed-perpendicular height of the (upstream)
mobile sediment above the base of the immobile
grains

�x downstream immobile-grain spacing
�y cross-stream immobile-grain spacing
�w downstream length of immobile-grain steps
�/D dimensionless immobile-grain spacing
� density of water
�s density of sediment
�� arithmetic standard deviation of the entire bed
��m arithmetic standard deviation of the relatively mo-

bile sediment
� hiding function for the entire bed

�mi hiding function for the mobile sediment
� I stress borne by immobile grains
�m stress borne by mobile sediment

��rsgo reference dimensionless shear stress
��sg dimensionless stress borne by the entire bed (origi-

nal Parker)
��sgm dimensionless stress borne by the mobile sediment

(modified Parker)
� t total boundary shear stress
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